
4/14/70 
Bud, Paul, Gary, 

Attached is my letter to Rhoads on receiving the pictures I ordered of 399, tne incomplete copy of the staff-meeting minutes file and not getting what I ordered from the drafts-of-report file. 

Remartsbly coincidental it is indeed that wuat I recall to be missing 17r0n what I did get all deals with allegations Oswald was some kind of agent. 
What they sent totals 28 pages. I earlier wrote telling you how many pages I ordered. We'll see if they supply the missing pages. If they do not, I'll again examine the file and see if they are still there. We'll also see if they can account for the missing four months of staff meetings, at least one ef slich was taken down by a court reporter. 

What I did not tall Johnson is teat Liebeler rewrote this entire sub-section on a yellow pad, that there will be no proof of these changes. My reason is that Liebeler dih not say these were all those changes, end I do want all. To a degree well be able to check on this for 1 have somewhere those names indexed to these pages. 

The pictures of the bullet, wale under different lighting, meaning different shadow, end with different exposure, in this case meaning less black than my originals, are to me complete pr-of of west I detected earlier and wrote you about on this. I shell undertake to take the aepropriete composite and send it, in strictest confidence. I have been unable to do this electrosteticly. 
I can't tell you hew long it has been since I've received one-week service. I ordered these last Wednesday and had them in as on the sixth day t-ereafter (two being weekend-days*. I even told the photog. I was not in any rush on the pictures, if ne was loaded. 


